As the emission regulations get more and more stringent in the different fields of energy 1 and environmental systems, the electric and fuel cell vehicles (FCV) have attracted growing attention 2 by automakers, governments, and customers. Research and development efforts have been focused 3 on devising novel concepts, low-cost systems, and reliable electric/fuel cell powertrain. In fact, 4 electric and fuel cell vehicles coupled with low-carbon electricity sources offer the potential for 5 reducing greenhouse gas emissions and exposure to tailpipe emissions from personal transportation.
Introduction

26
The transport pollution is one of the main causes of world-wide modern ecological problems.
27
According to the Transport Briefing of the European Environment Agency (EEA) published in February
28
Version March 29, 2018 submitted to Energies 3 of 13 bus or private car. Mobility and accessibility is dependent upon the urban layout, distribution of land 76 uses and transportation infrastructure. Ease of movement or operating speeds of various modes can 77 describe differences in mobility. It is important to remark that job accessibility has been identified as a 78 major contributor to poverty in developing countries and is an essential impact to be considered in the 79 development of any transportation policy [13] . Under this scenario, Public Administrations (PA) in 80 Europe (and in Italy) are called by EU to play a fundamental role. Specifically, the Municipality must 81 promote sustainable mobility and reduce the need for transportation through:
82
• the possibility of door-to-door transfers in the urban area promoting the bicycle use for short 83 distances through the enhancement of cycle paths in the territory;
84
• promoting the use of public transport and securing stops to facilitate their use;
85
• creation of safe home school paths to encourage the bycicle use or to move by feet;
86
• promotion of the modernization of private vehicles and purchasing of electric vehicles through including bus transit, on energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions rates per passenger kilometer,
103
considering the complete life cycle environmental impact, [12] . Even in Europe, and not only in China, 104 e-bikes are penetrating the market because they offer an additional value relative to standard bicycles.
105
The large-scale adoption of electric two-wheelers can reduce traffic noise and road congestion but may 106 necessitate adaptations of urban infrastructure and safety regulations. The great advantage of electric 107 bikes (EB's) is that they are recharged simply by exploiting standard wall electrical plugs. This is a 108 great advantage as there is no need for dedicated refuelling/recharging infrastructure. Most electric 109 bikes, in fact, are characterized by removable batteries and chargers so that they can be transported 110 into an apartment or workplace and recharged during the day or night. Going in a deeper detail, the
111
Italian energy mix is reported in Tab. 1.
112
The major issue connected to e-bikes is that they use lead acid batteries, which emit lead into 113 environment through various production processes. This represents a major environmental concern, 114 but it will not be addressed in the present work.
115
It is to remark that present-day e-bikes have a range greater than 50 kilometers on a single charge, so 116 making e-bikes suitable for urban transportation. Finally, it is worth of noticing that, before drawing 117 any conclusion, an integrated urban mobility planning that accounts, e.g., for the local electricity mix, The core of the energy system of our FCB is the H500 PEM Fuel Cell stack by H2Planet, [17] . Table   139 2 reports the main physical and chemical parameters of this stack.
FC-bike
140
The chosen stack has been tested in the Laboratory of Energy Systems at the University of Naples
141
"Parthenope" before being installed on the FCB prototype. The hydrogen necessary for the operation of the fuel cell is chemically stored within metal 147 hydrates, inside low-pressure canisters. Hydrogen purity is 99.999% and the charge process of the 148 canisters is performed within the Lab (see Fig. 2 ). The charge phase is an exothermic process: thus, to 149 increase the effective storage efficiency, the canisters need to be cooled during the accumulation process.
150
The charging pressure is limited to 5 bars: this allows an efficient and safe storage of hydrogen, which 151 is particularly suited for cycling applications. Table 3 reports the main parameters of the adopted 152 canisters. 
Methodology
154
In this Section, the developed methodology to compare traditional cars, bus, E-bike and
155
FC-bikes will be described. The comparison will be carried out considering three basic aspects: the 156 environmental impact in terms of pollutant emission, the accessibility in terms of comprehensive time 157 to perform a selected route and the specific energy consumption of the different proposed solutions. 
158
Accessibility and Mobility
214
The primary benefit of any transportation mode is the increase in mobility and accessibility.
215
Considering an EB, it provides much higher levels of mobility and thus accessibility with respect to solutions. To evaluate the diameter of the bubbles in Fig. 5 , the Eco-indicator 99 has been used.
259
The final damage analysis is performed considering the years of life lost (YLL) due to the 260 exposition to the various pollutants, according to the values reported in Tab. 5.
261 Table 6 reports the environmental index for the different vehicles considered in the present work,
262
while Fig. 5 shows the bubble diagram computed according to the described procedure.
263
To realize the bubble diagram in Fig. 5 , starting from the values in the third column of Tab. 5, the environmental index providing the diameter of each bubble has been computed as 
277
The biggest benefit of e-bikes is increased mobility and thus accessibility to all types of 
